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Kezia Coon (Sunrider Sport) 

When it comes to fitness, I love what Sunrider offers. As a full-time college student,
time for fitness is prized. The empowered feeling I get when I start my day with the
energizing functions of stretching, rebounding, or walking, is a sure way to start my
day with confidence. Calli® with SunnyDew® is a definite morning beverage before I
start fitness time. When I drink these, I feel assured of a day with optimal energy,
feeling alert, and having the mental clarity, focus, and stamina to continue doing well in
my classes.

I enjoy NuPlus®, Alpha 20C®, and Quinary® with my breakfast, and I especially like
having this superior, pure, "fast food" with me for meals on-the-go. Since I avoid
sugary juices and drinks, I'm thankful for the convenient, delicious beverage of Fortune
Delight® with SunnyDew®; a simple solution for an antioxidant and electrolyte sports
drink to support my lifestyle.

Being a healthy weight is so important to being fit, and eating Sunrider® herbal foods
is such a simple, low-calorie, high-nutrition, and tasty way to promote and maintain my
healthy weight.

A good night’s rest is critical for me so I can feel refreshed and start my morning with
fitness time. I count on the assuring, warm drink of NuPlus®, Quinary®, Sunectar®,
and cinnamon Fortune Delight® after dinner to give my body what it needs to rebuild,
repair, and refresh while I sleep.

When I see the phrase "green energy," I think of Evergreen®! I love the delicious
contents of this handy bottle of green juice concentrate, and the energy it gives me is
great, lasting, and refreshing. I like having this quick energy drink that's loaded with
high nutrition, not like common energy drinks that offer a sugar buzz.

Enjoying Sunrider® products is so simple for me. The varieties of flavors are really a
great way to eat and drink well, so I feel ready to excel in whatever I aim for in the day.
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